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There are two distinct types of bet you can make when playing online roulette – inside
and outside bets.
What is  an inside bet?
In roulette, an inside bet is where you put
your chips on individual numbers inside the roulette grid.  Because you’re focusing on
individual numbers, rather than any red number for example, the roulette odds are
significantly reduced. However,  with the higher risk comes a greater reward, so your
payout would be more generous.
Putting your chips on a single  number is called a
straight-up bet, and this is the most common type of inside bet, paying out at 35:1  in
European and American Roulette.
What is an outside bet?
Outside bets are made by
placing your bet on options outside of  the numbered roulette grid. These bets increase
your chances of winning on each spin, but pay out less than an  inside bet would.
You
can choose to bet on a grouping of numbers, such as the first 12, second 12, or  third
12, or alternatively pick between 1-18 or 19-36. You can also choose to bet on all
black or all  red numbers, or decide between all odd and all even numbers.
Experiment
with different combinations to suit your preference, and remember  you’re playing free
online roulette, so it’s all for fun!  
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Watch select free full episodes and clips online at bet or in the BET app, which is free to download
on your Apple, Amazon, Roku, or Android device. If you get the channel through your TV Provider,
you can use your TV Provider account credentials to unlock BET on supported devices.
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Enable Unknown Sources: By default, Android devices only allow installation from the Google Play
Store. To install an APK, you need to enable "Unknown Sources" in your device settings. Go to
"Settings" > "Security" or "Privacy" > "Unknown Sources," then toggle the switch to allow
installation from unknown sources.
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